
Print and Cut Troubleshooting Checklist

Here is my attempt to organize all the good information about how to be successful 
doing print and cut with MTC and a Cricut. Hope this systematic approach will help 
some of you that are not able to get a successful print and cut with the basic steps. Do 
not be intimidated by the length of this list as it is meant to be exhaustive whereas you 
may quickly identify your particular problem without needing all the steps.

Tips: For all trials use black and white and/or draft print settings and scrap paper to 
keep the cost down. Mark each printout or cut trial with notes about what methods and 
settings you were using.

Printer check
Determine if your printer is printing the proper size and position on the page as follows:
Open MTC and place a square from basic shapes. Size it to 4 x 4 inches ( w=4, h=4) 
and set x=1 inch and y=1 inch. Print your page to the desired printer and measure size 
and placement of the printed square with a ruler.

Printer check - size
-If your square is not exactly 4 x 4 inches (when measured with a ruler), here are some 
things you can check/try:
Go through every possible print setting (all tabs and advanced options) and verify that
 print size is set to 100%
 borderless printing is turned off
 shrink to page, fit to page or similar options are turned off
 update your printerʼs driver
If you cannot successfully print a square that is 4 x 4 then you will not likely get good 
results with print and cut. Check the website for your printer manufacturer or call their 
tech support for further help, or try a different printer.

 if your printed square is exactly 4 x 4 move on to cutter check

Printer check-position
-If your square is exactly 4 x 4 but is not exactly 1 inch from the top and/or side of the 
page here are some things you can check/try:
 the paper guide on your printer is set at the proper position for the size paper you 
are using
 you have calibrated/aligned your printer if that is an option (not the same as aligning 
printheads)
 make the printer you will be using the default printer and choose show paper on 
mat before you go to print.
 check/uncheck ignore printer margins in MTC (try both ways)
 same checklist items under size check above

 Even if your offset is not perfect, set aside the printout with the best results and 
move on to cutter check
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Cutter check
Determine if your cutter is cutting the proper size and position on the page as follows:

Using the same file as above with scrap paper, cut the square.
Remove the surrounding paper so that just the square is left on the mat. Measure the 
square with a ruler and see if it is exactly 4 x 4 inches. Look at the square and see how 
it aligns with the lines on the mat.

-If the square is not 4 x 4 inches (assuming you cut well away from the mat borders as 
instructed above) then there is an issue with your Cricut. Unfortunately we are lacking in 
suggestions so far if this is the situation.

-If the square is offset from the lines on the mat, then here are some things you can try:
 change the increment setting to “Inches-1/10” using the control panel on your Cricut
 use a different strategy loading your mat into the Cricut left to right (butted up to left 
wall, centered, or butted up to right marker)
 load the mat into the machine using a lighter or firmer push into the rollers than you 
normally do.
 update the Cricut drivers (under Help in MTC).

Finding total correction needed
Even if your printer and/or cutter are not perfect, use the steps below to correct the 
problem:
 Load the printout you set aside under printer check and place it on the mat aligned 
in the upper left corner
 Using the cutter settings/procedures that yielded the best results, cut the square.
 Measure the offsets, noting them and their direction. This represents the compound 
error from both printing and cutting.

Correct for the offset you measured using one (and only one) of these methods
-shift cutline on mat (adding/subtracting from x,y values) Dana has a tutorial that is 
helpful with this
-shift texture on mat (using texture offset)
-loading the paper on the mat pre-shifted

What to do about inconsistent results
If your results are inconsistent from trial to trial, then here are some things you can 
check/try:
 make sure you are loading your mat into the machine consistently from left to right 
(butted up to left wall, centered, or butted up to right marker)
 make sure you are loading the mat into your machine with a consistent pressure
 make sure you are loading the paper on the mat in a consistent location
 make sure you are using exactly the same printer settings each time
 make sure you are keeping good records of your trial runs
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Selecting an image

Once you have done all of this, it is important to select an appropriate image for print 
and cut. Even with this great new functionality in Make the Cut, the Cricut is still a weak 
link in terms of accuracy. The more forgiving your image, the easier it will be to get 
satisfying results. Here are some guidelines:
-Images with well defined/high contrast boundaries are essential
-Images with wide borders are good
-Images with no borders are good
-Simpler outlines are better
-Images with a thin outline are especially problematic
For examples of print-and-cut-friendly graphics take a look at the images on the Cricut 
Imagine carts or the Lettering Delights images Jin (http//www.underacherrytree.com) 
chooses for her projects.

For more challenging images, consider adding a shadow (this adds a white or color 
bleed area) or and inset shadow (so it cuts slightly inside the printed area) to make it 
more forgiving.
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